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CREATING VALUE

BESIX Forward:
MEETING TOMORROW’S
CHALLENGES
6 strategic drivers

Changing
construction
market
The world in which
BESIX operates and the
construction sector are
undergoing profound
changes. In response to
these changes, BESIX has
defined the foundations
of its strategy to support
its capacity to innovate,
maintain a high level of
quality, face competition,
meet new financial
requirements and diversify.

01

02

03

BEING A LEADER
IN INNOVATION

PROMOTING
OPENNESS
TOWARDS NEW
VENTURES

DEVELOPING
‘ONE-STOP SHOP’
SOLUTIONS

Innovation is where our operations are, where each and
every one is empowered and
supported to carry out the
BESIX innovative and entrepreneurial company culture.

We have been known for
decades for our entrepreneurial spirit. We need to
continuously explore and to
react positively to new opportunities.

04

05

06

LEVERAGING ON
OUR CUSTOMER
CENTRICITY

PROMOTING A GREAT
PLACE TO WORK

CREATING
SYNERGIES ACROSS
THE GROUP

It is key for our business
to really know our clients,
understand their needs and
satisfy them to achieve the
desired results. Doing this
better than our competitors is
a major differentiating aspect.

Our ability to provide a great
employee experience in an
open community of enthusiastic colleagues is a defining factor in our successes
of tomorrow.

Technological:
artificial intelligence,
parametric design,
digital twin,
3D printing…
Environmental:
energy efficiency,
energy neutral,
circularity of materials…
Competitive:
risk sharing,
shrinking margins,
talent war…

Our Group has unique capabilities and a multiservice
offer, meaning we can provide solutions throughout the
value chain, from ‘develop’ to
‘operate and maintain’.

This means ‘working light’ by
simplifying and harmonising
our internal processes. This
can include common choices
of tools, organisational formats and resource allocation
across the Group.

5 values
Excellence

Passion

Co-creation

Unity

Respect

This takes us
straight back to
our corporate
purpose and trademark: to always
excel in what we
do.

We are all passionate about our
jobs.

We need to
demonstrate this
every day, by
pooling our minds
and skills, and advancing forward.

Despite the size
of our company,
there is an attitude
where colleagues
stand up for each
other and are
ready to lend an
extra hand to help
others succeed.

Respect is all
about attitude. It
is vital to create
an atmosphere of
comfort and trust
for everyone.

Purpose
“Excel in creating
sustainable solutions
for a better world”
This mission gives our actions
a goal that goes far beyond
profit. It is pivotal, inspiring our
decisions and actions based
on a simple question: what
kind of future do we want and
how do we make it happen?
By encouraging new ideas,
assuming our responsibilities
in a proactive way and
by excelling in all of our
initiatives, we believe that we
can help bring about positive
change - economic, societal
and environmental.
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WHAT BEGAN 110 YEARS AGO HAS GROWN INTO THE LARGEST CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY IN BELGIUM AND A GLOBAL MULTIDISCIPLINARY PLAYER. THROUGHOUT
THE DECADES, BESIX HAS BUILT ROADS THAT CONNECT COMMUNITIES, DUG PORTS
TO ACCOMMODATE SHIPS COMING FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD, DEVELOPED
NEIGHBOURHOODS WHERE PEOPLE LIVE, LEARN, WORK, AND RELAX.
To maintain its relevance for society, BESIX needs to rely on a
clear and sensible purpose and a well-conceived strategy that set
it apart from its competitors.
BESIX Forward outlines the strategic direction that BESIX follows
since 2018. The aim is to increase shareholder value while
working toward a more sustainable future for employees, clients
and communities.
The world in which BESIX operates and the construction sector
are undergoing profound changes. In response to these changes,
BESIX has defined the foundations of its strategy to support
its capacity to innovate, maintain a high level of quality, face
competition, meet new financial requirements and diversify. BESIX
Forward is built around six strategic drivers aimed at meeting
these different challenges.

01

BEING A LEADER IN INNOVATION

The digitisation of working methods in the construction sector
has been a steadily accelerating trend for several years. Internet
of Things, artificial intelligence, robotics, augmented reality, new
materials, 3D printing... These technologies can have a decisive
impact on operational performance and sustainability, one more
reason for BESIX to make innovation a priority.

The in-house Engineering department of BESIX is for instance a
natural platform where incremental innovation happens in the fields of
methods & planning, BIM, computational design, façade and concrete
technology, etc. – while further afield, the digitalisation of construction
processes brings unprecedented improvement on project sites.
// READ MORE ON PAGES 24-30

02

PROMOTING OPENNESS TOWARDS
NEW VENTURES

Staying open to all new business opportunities and activities is another
driver that lies at the very centre of BESIX’s DNA: entrepreneurship.
It involves a constant curiosity for new products and services, and
boldness in seizing potentially promising opportunities. It is these
opportunities and new business activities that allow BESIX to diversify
and to take on board new skills. And in this way to differentiate itself
and to continue to grow.
For instance, since a couple of years, BESIX is partnering with leading
companies in the ICT and energy sectors to develop new solutions
for intelligent buildings, particularly in terms of energy management,
comfort and efficiency.
// READ MORE ON PAGE 31

THE BESIX HEADQUARTER IN DORDRECHT, THE NETHERLANDS, IS A SMART BUILDING

03

DEVELOPING ‘ONE-STOP SHOP’
SOLUTIONS

In a multi-services group like BESIX, the several entities and subsidiaries
cover almost every area of construction, from early upstream to far
downstream the value chain. Thanks to its wide range of areas of
expertise and specialisations, BESIX can offer efficient and integrated
solutions to its clients. This ‘one-stop shop’ approach allows to
optimise planning and execution methods and to reduce costs for the
customer.
The bicycle highway between Leuven and Brussels, including the
bike and pedestrian bridge across the Ring Road is such an example
of a successful collaboration between BESIX, BESIX Infra and Franki
Foundations. By favouring an integrated approach, BESIX was able
to offer all the disciplines required for the project under one roof and
to submit a particularly competitive bid, both in terms of costs and
management and execution of the works.
// READ MORE ON PAGES 80-81

04

LEVERAGING ON OUR CUSTOMER
CENTRICITY

Decade after decade, BESIX is concentrating on strengthening its
relationships with its customers. This is because a better understanding
of their environment and strategy enables BESIX to create new
opportunities, to bring added value and to optimise its efficiency, in a
win-win way.
To understand the long-term interests of its customers and to respond
to them in a 100 % adapted way, BESIX is guided by a clear account
management system. This approach enables BESIX to establish
effective partnerships with its key customers, such as with Real Estate
investor Victory. This collaboration has generated a relationship of trust,
which helped to bring in the Manhattan contract.
// READ MORE ON PAGES 68-71

05

PROMOTING A GREAT PLACE TO WORK

BESIX thrives on the commitment and wellbeing of its employees, now
more than ever. It is they who make all the difference. Ensuring good
working conditions is a priority for BESIX worldwide. All employees
are important: whether they are migrant colleagues in the Middle East,
expatriates or locals working on European, African or Australian sites.
Each of them contribute directly to the life and success of BESIX. Each
of them is important to the Group. That is why BESIX anchors itself in a
strong people-oriented strategy ‘#WeCare’ to place its employees even
more at the heart of its business.
// READ MORE ON PAGES 38-47

06

CREATING SYNERGIES ACROSS
THE GROUP

Another key part of the BESIX strategy is the simplification and
harmonisation of internal processes. Major harmonisation processes
are in progress. They cover a variety of aspects, including human
resources policies, IT processes, purchasing and accounting practices.
For example, as far as purchasing is concerned, BESIX now has
ultra-specialised purchasers for specific product categories, serving all
Group companies globally, to generate substantial economies of scale.
//

Thanks to this clear strategy, BESIX can have a considerable and
positive impact on society as part of its profitable business. Because
of its international scope, BESIX has a duty to support economic,
social and environmental progress and to improve the quality of life of
people everywhere it operates. The ultimate goal is to have a positive
impact, to make the economy more sustainable, to contribute to the
preservation of the planet and the legacy left for future generations.
// READ MORE ON PAGES 32-35 AND 48-51
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BESIX Engineering
A CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE AND
KNOWLEDGE AT THE GROUP’S CORE
BESIX ENGINEERING IS THE IN-HOUSE DESIGN OFFICE OF
BESIX. THE CONTRIBUTION OF THIS DEPARTMENT IS TO A
LARGE EXTENT WHAT ENABLES THE GROUP TO DELIVER
FIRST-CLASS PORT TERMINALS, CUTTING-EDGE CIVIL
ENGINEERING WORKS AND DEMANDING BUILDINGS.
THE INTEGRATION OF A DESIGN OFFICE WITHIN A
CONSTRUCTION GROUP, ALTHOUGH RARE, IS A KEY
ASSET FOR CLIENTS. IT ENABLES BESIX TO OFFER
TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS AND OPTIMISE PROJECTS,
WHILE GUARANTEEING MAXIMUM REACTIVITY. BESIX
ENGINEERING’S SERVICES RELY ON 150 ENGINEERS IN
BRUSSELS, DUBAI AND BRISBANE.
IN 2020, FABIAN BOUCHER WAS APPOINTED AS ITS NEW
DIRECTOR – INTERVIEW.

THE 2.2 KM LONG TUNNEL ON THE A16 IS AN OUTSTANDING EXAMPLE OF
BESIX ENGINEERING’S CAPABILITIES IN PARAMETRIC DESIGN

How would you describe the
role of BESIX Engineering?
We work exclusively for the Group, which sets us
apart from traditional design consultants. Our mission hinges on two main axes. The first is to protect the Group from design-related risks. This varies
from the role of a supervisory committee, to taking
full responsibility for a design. The second is that
of the trusted partner for all BESIX project teams.
This implies a constant dialogue between design
engineers and their BESIX colleagues throughout
the different stages, from tendering to design and
execution. We contribute to set up strategies to
optimise a design, maximise a project’s functional
objectives, reduce costs, define the planning and
construction methods.
BESIX Engineering is also a knowledge centre within
the Group, both by making its expertise available for
projects and by being a community and platform for
exchange.

What are the disciplines available at BESIX Engineering and
its key sectors?
ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS: LOOKING IN THE SAME DIRECTION!

BESIX Engineering designs projects for all BESIX
sectors, with particular experience in high-rise buildings, marine works and infrastructures. We provide

experts in all disciplines with a particular knowledge
in geotechnics and structure. We also have centres
of expertise, which intervene depending on the project, specialising in methods and planning, Building Information Management (BIM), computational
design (parametric, automation, AI), sustainability,
façades and concrete technology. Several of our
engineers are world references and academics.
By combining their expertise, we are able to fully
design projects, including the most complex ones.

Could you further detail how
you support the different engineering stages of a project?
In the tender phase, we assist our colleagues by
identifying risks and ways to improve a project. Ultimately, we ensure that the right choices are made
and that the BESIX offer is both optimal and reliable.
In the design phase, our scope varies. For Design &
Build contracts, we do detailed engineering, developing a design from a concept. We also develop
value engineering solutions, which consist of proposing an improved, alternative design benefitting the project’s lifespan, its functional objectives
and cost. For Build-only projects, we can simply
develop shop drawings or create value to the client by proposing alternative designs. We can also
work more upstream and support clients right from

BESIX ENGINEERING IS A
KNOWLEDGE CENTRE WITHIN
THE GROUP, BOTH BY MAKING
ITS EXPERTISE AVAILABLE FOR
PROJECTS AND BY BEING A
COMMUNITY AND PLATFORM
FOR EXCHANGE.
FABIAN BOUCHER,
DIRECTOR BESIX ENGINEERING

the project’s conceptual phase. It is in this case that
the contribution of our know-how will be the most
extensive.
With regard to execution, we proactively ensure
constructability and reactively resolve errors quickly.

What about methods
and planning ?
More and more, we partner with our projects by
preparing, challenging and controlling the execution planning, including pre-planning. We also help
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A16 Rotterdam

THE DECISIVE CONTRIBUTION OF BESIX
ENGINEERING
THE A16 IS A NEW MOTORWAY THAT WILL GREATLY IMPROVE MOBILITY IN ROTTERDAM. THE 984 MILLION EUROS
CONTRACT WAS AWARDED TO BESIX AND ITS PARTNERS BY RIJKSWATERSTAAT. IT INCLUDES FINANCING, DESIGN
AND CONSTRUCTION, AS WELL AS MAINTENANCE FOR 20 YEARS. BESIX ENGINEERING PLAYS A DECISIVE ROLE IN
THE PROJECT WITH THE DESIGN OF SIX CIVIL STRUCTURES AND A 2.2 KM TUNNEL. BELOW ARE THREE EXAMPLES.

A MOTORWAY BRIDGE

THE TUNNEL

The “K52 A” bridge consists of two parallel structures,
about 400 m long, accommodating two and three lanes
respectively. It will span an existing interchange and a
railway line, the use of which cannot be disrupted by the
construction.

The 2.2 km long tunnel crosses a green area and will
form an artificial mound under the trees and the river
Rotte. It is also an oustanding example of BESIX
Engineering’s capabilities in parametric design, BIM,
digital twin and sustainability.

“This prompted us to opt for the incremental launching
method. This consists of constructing the bridge
segments behind the bridge abutment. Each segment
is cast in relation to the previous one and pre-stressed.
The superstructure is then pushed forward a distance
equal to the length of the segment, a process that is
repeated for each segment until the bridge reaches its
final position”, explains Pierre Mengeot, Senior Project
Manager for the design of the A16 bridges.

“We used parametric design to optimise the entire
tunnel structure,” explains Xavier Raucroix, Senior
Project Manager responsible for the tunnel design.

This requires an ultra-precise BIM model, a 3D digital
replica, even more so as the bridge follows a curved
trajectory. In addition to the quantities and structure,
the model also takes into account the prefabrication
of the slightly curved segments and defines all the
intermediate phases of construction.
“We used a special calculation programme which, in
the design, takes into account the construction phases
and the effects on the concrete, hence a time factor”,
continues Pierre Mengeot.
The construction will be carried out in close
collaboration with BESIX Engineering, with the presence
of a methods specialist on site.

A CIRCULAR PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE
In collaboration with the Block Research Group of the
University of Zurich, BESIX Engineering is designing a
circular pedestrian bridge.
“We favour principles of structural geometry and
material efficiency, allowing us not to use reinforcement
in this bridge. For its construction, we are designing a
flexible formwork system, a textile made of recycled
and natural fibres that is easy and quick to assemble”,
details Pierre Mengeot.
The concrete itself is innovative. It is “green concrete”,
i.e. made from recycled concrete.

Parametric design consists of automating the design
process through the use of algorithms and computer
programming. By focusing on segments of the tunnel,
which are then replicated automatically, engineers save
precious time, allowing them to concentrate on quality
and material optimisation, while reducing repetitive
manual calculations and the risk of errors.
“The parametric design allowed an extremely precise
calculation of the forces, loads and control of the
reinforcements on each segment, which gives the most
optimised design and reduces the quantities,” continues
Xavier Raucroix. “We also used it to optimise the 4.4 km
of sheet piling and 7,000 piles, taking into account the
soil data at each individual location”.

implement Lean Planning techniques, which are considered
a key operational driver for our clients.

certifications, such as BREEAM, LEED, Passive Buildings …
Here, too, we have often been pioneers.
We also support R&D, for example with green concrete,
which consists of reusing old concrete.

To what extent do you use
cutting-edge technologies?
BESIX Engineering constantly embraces new technologies
that improve the quality of our work, and remains a leader
in this field. BESIX Engineering was a pioneer in Building
Information Management. We are now reaching a maturity
stage where a group-wide information management culture
is being built.
Today we also are a pioneer in computational design. This is
what we do with parametric design, which uses algorithms
and artificial intelligence to improve design quality, reduce
the risk of error, test more design alternatives and engage in
ever more complex projects.

How is BESIX Engineering active in
sustainability?
Our sustainability experts accompany the design, procurement and execution of our building to achieve environmental

A third area is circularity, in which we’ve won several awards
in recent years. This involves, for example, keeping existing
structures and reusing materials, thus minimising recycling
or new production. This has a high environmental gain.

Since you took office, have you
been impressed by other aspects
than expertise?
There is an exceptional ‘professional camaraderie’ at BESIX
Engineering. They are passionate colleagues who enjoy
working together in a positive atmosphere. This is an important aspect of BESIX’s culture, which is particularly lively
within BESIX Engineering. In 2020, despite Covid-19, they
have remained united and efficient. This stems from their
professionalism, the fact that they know each other well,
and their human qualities. I also greatly value our strategy of
hosting young engineers before they join construction sites.
This allows us to update their technical knowledge and create links, which facilitates dialogue and knowledge sharing
within BESIX.

In addition to parametric design, a BIM model was
created, integrating all the tunnel elements into a single
3D model. This model is used to automatically generate
drawings and will then be used on site by the operations
team.
“We have also created a digital twin of the tunnel,” says
Xavier Raucroix. “This allows us to already test all the
functionalities in a fictitious environment, for example
the softwares that will control the light or ventilation.
This saves time for subsequent test phases and longterm maintenance”.
Finally, the tunnel will be an energy-neutral structure,
the first in the Benelux. This is the case thanks to solar
panels that guarantee its independence for the supply of
light and IT systems.
“All of this has also been integrated into the BIM model
of the tunnel,” concludes Xavier Raucroix.

“Thanks to its structure, the bridge will use less material,
allowing us to reduce the addition of cement to the
recycled concrete. Its design requires state-of-theart calculations to guarantee first-class strength and
quality”, adds Pierre Mengeot.
THE DOUBLE BRIDGE ON THE A16 REQUIRES AN ULTRA-PRECISE BIM MODEL
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Digitalisation
THE PATH TO
OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
THE HISTORY OF BESIX HAS BEEN A HISTORY OF INNOVATION AND PIONEERING. AS
A RESULT, THE GROUP STANDS TODAY AT THE FOREFRONT OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES
IN CONSTRUCTION. IN 2020, BESIX HAS SET NEW AMBITIONS, IN PARTICULAR TO
FURTHER DIGITISE ITS CONSTRUCTION PROCESSES. THROUGH INCREMENTING
INNOVATION, THE OBJECTIVE IS AN UNPRECEDENTED IMPROVEMENT IN THE
EFFICIENCY OF OPERATIONS AND THE SUSTAINABILITY OF CONSTRUCTION SITES

WHY DIGITISE?

BIM ON SITE

Cutting-edge technologies offer extraordinary opportunities
to improve the daily work of operational teams. “We bring
innovation and digitalisation to our construction sites, to
the benefit of our operational excellence”, says Patrik Peynsaert, Manager for Project Support and Digitisation at BESIX
Europe. “The aim is to provide site managers with objective,
reliable information on the project and work progress”.

BESIX Engineering was a pioneer of BIM. The BIM approach
consists of creating a 3D digital model of a project before
building it. This allows, during the design phase, to detect
errors, optimise the project, estimate quantities and costs,
prepare planning and methods.

The method is twofold. It consists, firstly, of enhancing the
use of BIM models on site to better manage the construction
phase, and secondly, of using digital solutions to improve
day-to-day project control.

But BIM is also of great use in the construction phase. “The
BIM model centralises all project data in a single tool, which
is a great asset for preparing, assessing and effectively coordinating trades”, explains Juan Nolet, Design Coordinator at
the NMBS/SNCB site. “BIM is also a dynamic collaborative
platform. All stakeholders have access to the same model,
which improves communication and information sharing”.

LEAN Planning
LAST PLANNER SYSTEM®

Examples of extensive use of BIM on BESIX projects are
numerous and include for example the Warner Bros. World
Abu Dhabi project.

Not all solutions to enhance excellence
are necessarily digital. BESIX is also
extending the use of the Last Planner
System®, for example. This means
involving in the planning process all
parties who contribute to logistical
and operational tasks, which improves
performance and sustainability by
reducing time loss and waste.

MEASURING = KNOWING

Added value for clients
By better controlling cost and planning,
digitisation has a positive impact for
clients. But digital tools offer more than
that: the BIM model is an extraordinary
set of data documenting every aspect of
the construction. This can be the most
comprehensive “As Built” file, providing
a wealth of information that is extremely
useful for maintenance, the origin and
suppliers of materials, 3D scans…
The digital model will also serve as a
basis for clients to maintain their smart
building with optimised use and efficient
energy consumption.

Digital solutions are also used to better monitor and control work progress. “Worldwide, project control is still underdigitised”, says Patrik Peynsaert. “Including for the key
aspects of our activity, such as quantity management, cost
control, planning, reporting. Digital innovations now enable
us to measure these aspects, often in real time”.

THE DIGIPRO EXAMPLE
In the Middle East, Six Construct’s operations and digitisation teams have developed a unified tool to monitor work
progress. They called it DIGIPRO, an acronym for ‘Digital
Project’.
“DIGIPRO was created with one objective and one focus in
mind: to improve our performance and be more competitive
by giving to our site teams a better control over their project”,
explains Ouafae Messaoudi, Project Manager.

“DIGIPRO allows us to create a smart connection between
different information available on site and to have it at our
disposal within an efficient project control platform”, she
adds. In particular, DIGIPRO combines quantities, cost control, manpower performance and general planning into a
centralised digital system.
“DIGIPRO connects these aspects to each other. By combining them, we can visualise the progress of a project like
never before. The fact that the data is instantaneous and
easy to use helps projects team to control and monitor different aspects of the project in a timely manner”, continues
Ouafae Messaoudi. “A problem can be almost instantaneously detected and resolved”.
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IoT to tackle the
pandemic
At the Dubai Uptown Tower, workers
are connected via sensors in their
helmets. While preserving anonymity,
this helps to improve safety and the
logistical organisation of the site. With
their agreement, when the first workers
tested positive for Covid-19, the
application made it possible to identify
other workers at risk, which prevented
widespread contagion.

Enhancing
sustainability
Innovative solutions improve the energy
management of sites. For example,
BESIX uses solar panels on many
construction sites, reducing energy
costs and their carbon footprint. In
Dubai, on the Uptown Tower site, the
project team has even installed the
world’s largest solar power plant on
a civil worksite. Since November, this
system has also been connected to the
local grid, allowing excess electricity to
be fed back into the grid and to reduce
the electricity bill.

To achieve this result, an unprecedent co-creation between
the different departments of Six Construct to standardise
and integrate different systems and data was necessary.
DIGIPRO is now implemented on a few construction sites
and is proving to be a reliable tool to anticipate, visualise,
and prevent projects overruns.

RELIABLE DATA
In addition to smart codification, systems such as DIGIPRO
require reliable data. Here too, digitalisation plays a key
role. For example, by connecting workers via the Internet of
Things, by creating digital timesheets, by linking the players
in the logistics chain within a single live digital platform, by
adopting digital reporting...
“We collaborate with innovative companies that provide
us solutions or with whom we develop new ones”, says
Patrik Peynsaert. “The work of the BESIX Innovation Board
over the past few years has certainly played a major role
in this. We have created links with innovative start-ups
and acquired a thorough knowledge of this ecosystem”. In
2020, it was decided to move from a centralised to a decentralised approach, where everyone at BESIX is encouraged
to innovate, especially on construction sites.

THE KEY TO SUCCESS
If the solutions are digital, the key to success remains
the people within the operational teams. “Interaction and
exchange between operations and BESIX Engineering
teams, where the use of cutting-edge technologies is
highly advanced, play an important role in the adoption of
digital solutions on our sites. In addition, young engineers
joining us every year have a natural openness to this topic.
All this creates a momentum to transform our company to
this digital era”, adds Patrik Peynsaert.

INTERACTION AND EXCHANGE
BETWEEN OPERATIONS AND
BESIX ENGINEERING TEAMS,
WHERE THE USE OF CUTTINGEDGE TECHNOLOGIES IS HIGHLY
ADVANCED, PLAY AN IMPORTANT
ROLE IN THE ADOPTION OF DIGITAL
SOLUTIONS ON OUR SITES.
PATRIK PEYNSAERT, MANAGER FOR PROJECT
SUPPORT AND DIGITISATION AT BESIX EUROPE
SOLAR POWER PLANT, DUBAI UPTOWN TOWER, UAE
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TOMORROW’S WORLD NOW
SMART BUILDINGS & INFRASTRUCTURES
BESIX OFFERS ITS CLIENTS THE POSSIBILITY TO DEVELOP NEXTGENERATION SMART BUILDINGS AND INFRASTRUCTURES.
CONSTRUCTIONS WITH WHICH IT IS POSSIBLE TO INTERACT
TO IMPROVE COMFORT, MAINTENANCE OR ELECTRICITY
CONSUMPTION. BESIX SOLUTIONS ARE THE RESULT OF INTERNAL
DEVELOPMENTS AND COLLABORATIONS WITH LEADING COMPANIES
IN ICT AND ENERGY (E.G. PROXIMUS, ELIA). THEY ALSO STEM FROM
THE ACQUISITION OF STAKES IN COMPANIES SPECIALISING IN
ADVANCED DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES, SUCH AS NEANEX.
THREE QUESTIONS TO BART GENTENS, SENIOR MANAGER NEW
CLIENT SOLUTIONS

What is a “Smart
Building”?
A: It is a building that integrates new
technologies improving its performance:
comfort, sustainability, maintenance,
hospitality… The building is smart
because it actively assists its tenants
and owners to be more efficient
and comfortable and because it can
optimise energy consumption and
simplify maintenance through remote
inspection and by automatically
detecting anomalies. All this is enabled
by cutting-edge technologies that have
matured in other industries and are
now finding their way into real estate:
digital twins, the Internet of Things, data
science, artificial intelligence, …

What are BESIX’s strengths
in the development of
these solutions?
A: In addition to our ability to design
and build complex buildings, our
advanced capabilities in BIM are an
overriding advantage. BIM is becoming
ever more important as enabler for
smart buildings. It forms the backbone
that allows owners to remain masters
of their buildings’ related data. We
prevent our customers from getting
locked into an expensive application
landscape from which they can’t get
out. Remember that the only game you

could play on early mobile phones was
Snake and if you wanted another game
you had to buy another phone. Today
we expect to be able to choose from an
extensive list of games in the Appstore.
The same goes for our customers and
their buildings. But this requires careful
planning. I consider this as the next
step in BESIX’s renowned expertise in
value engineering.

So what does our Smart
Building offer look like?
A: We partner up with experts in data
collection and analysis, because data
science truly forms the foundation of
smart buildings. Our smart buildings
allow users, via smartphone, to adjust
the temperature or ventilation, charge
their cars, book meeting rooms...
By constantly analysing this input,
they adapt and proactively optimise
electricity consumption. They learn from
past experience and anticipate their
needs. They also simplify maintenance
through remote inspection and by
automatically detecting anomalies. With
regard to energy, our expertise even
allows buildings to communicate with
each other, creating interconnected
local energy communities in which they
are both producers and consumers.
All of this enables us to live up to our
purpose to excel in creating sustainable
solutions for a better world.
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MEMBERSHIPS

Citizenship &
Sustainability

United Nations Global Compact
since 2016 (worldwide)
The Shift since 2016 (Belgium)
Belgian Alliance for Climate Action
since 2020 (Belgium)

SUSTAINING SUSTAINABILITY
THROUGH THE PANDEMIC

Dubai Chamber of Commerce and
Industry ‘Sustainability Network’
(United Arab Emirates)
Green Deal Civil Engineering 2.0
(The Netherlands)
Green Deal Circular Construction
(Belgium)

DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, BESIX
GROUP WORKED HARD TO MAINTAIN THE
CONTINUITY OF ITS BUSINESS AND DELIVER
THE SAME LEVEL OF EXCELLENCE TO
ITS CLIENTS, WHILE AT THE SAME TIME,
PROVIDING A SAFE WORK ENVIRONMENT
FOR ITS TEAMS, AND ADAPTING TO MAJOR
CHANGES. LIKE MANY MULTINATIONAL
COMPANIES, BESIX GROUP IMPLEMENTED
SOLUTIONS TO SECURE ITS SUSTAINABLE
BUSINESS PRACTICES AND ITS
OPERATIONS THROUGH THE YEAR. SHORTTERM ACTIONS WERE QUICKLY PUT IN
PLACE BOTH TO PROTECT LIVES AND
LIVELIHOODS, AND TO ENSURE PROJECT
CONTINUITY.

BESIX’S PEOPLE-CENTRIC
APPROACH

Brussels Ecobuild cluster
(Belgium)

BESIX Group respects and supports the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). The implementation of
the International Framework Agreement (IFA) on fair labour
standards demonstrates its continued willingness to secure
the welfare of workers in the Middle East and in other continents such as Africa, where the Group is also active.
BESIX participated in the National Baseline Assessment on
Business and Human Rights, commissioned by the Belgian
Federal Institute for Sustainable Development and the Federal Public Service Foreign Affairs, which charted the progress made by the Belgian companies that were assessed.
The Group also reported to Business & Human Rights
Resource Centre to outline its actions in preventing the
spread of Covid-19 among its migrant workforce, as well as
in the management of infected workers. BESIX made considerable efforts to put in place the preventive health measures
necessary to ensure work continuity in a safe environment
for its teams.
In the pandemic context, all possible precautionary measures were taken with the aim of maintaining business continuity and to remaining present on project sites. Awareness
campaigns, dedicated helpdesk and communication lines,
as well as operational toolkits have all offered valuable support to teams since the start of the pandemic. While the digitalisation of communication methods has been accelerated
to provide teams with the necessary means to work from
home and to communicate remotely with their colleagues.

BESIX’S PLANET AMBITION:
A LOW-CARBON FUTURE

WORKERS’ QUARTERS, DUBAI, UAE

Green Deal Circular Procurement
(Belgium)

Despite the challenges it brought, the pandemic did not stop
BESIX Group in its fight against climate change. More than
ever, the Group wants to contribute actively to the transition
to a low-carbon society. Due to the pandemic, the Group’s
climate ambitions described in 2019 have been refocused
primarily on keeping in line with the COP21 CO2 targets.

European International
Contractors, Corporate
Responsibility work group
(Europe)
Fédération Belge des Fondations
Philanthropiques (Belgium)

In this field, the CO2 performance ladder that is used in tender processes in the Netherlands was introduced in 2019 by
the Belgian federal and regional governments. Since then,
the Belgian authorities have been experimenting with the
CO2 performance ladder for their calls for tender in a 3-year
trial period. BESIX strongly supports this, and is notably an
initiative taker, along with the Association of Belgian Civil
Engineering Entrepreneurs (ADEB-VBA), and a member of
the steering committee.
The Group is also a member of the Belgian Alliance for Climate Action, initiated by The Shift and WWF Belgium. The
objective of this community is that members align their activities with the Paris Agreement on climate change. In addition
to that, BESIX Group will commit to Science-Based Targets
initiatives by the end of 2021.

BESIX’S ACTIONS TO IMPROVE
SUSTAINABLE PERFORMANCE
BESIX Group is involved in innovative initiatives that minimise CO2 and energy impact of construction projects. The
Group advises clients and plays a key role in the building of
passive or green certified projects. Some examples include:
the BNP Paribas headquarters in Brussels (Belgium), which
is rated BREEAM Excellent; the Quatuor buildings, also in
Brussels, which are rated BREEAM Outstanding; the first
energy-neutral tunnel on the A16 highway in Rotterdam (The

Netherlands); the Mohamed VI Tower in Rabat (Morocco),
which is rated LEED Gold and HQE; and the World Expo
2020 infrastructure works in Dubai (UAE), which are rated
CEEQUAL Excellent.
BESIX’s engineering teams are equally skilled and empowered to develop sustainable engineering solutions. Most of
these sustainable solutions were originally initiated via the
Group’s internal innovation drive. BESIX encourages an
entrepreneurial, innovative mindset among its staff members, both to keep up with the fast changes in the industry and to develop new, creative and ecologically conscious
solutions. Examples of these include: the development of
smart building technologies to reduce and optimise energy
consumption; the development of applied research tracks
in partnership with universities to reduce carbon footprint;
research in the field of recycled aggregates; the development of sustainable site installations on construction sites,
with optimal insulation and low energy consumption; the use
of material passports that follow the life cycle of materials
and their impact on the environment; the installation of moss
walls to fight against air pollution; and the use of 3D concrete
printing solutions to optimise waste reduction and reduce the
CO2 footprint.
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2020 WAS A TRANSITION YEAR
IN OUR CITIZENSHIP AND
SUSTAINABILITY AMBITIONS.
BESIDES KEEPING ACTIVITIES
GOING, MAINTAINING HUMAN
RIGHTS AND ENVIRONMENT AS
TOP PRIORITIES WAS CRUCIAL
TO BESIX.
FRÉDÉRIC DE SCHREVEL,
GROUP CITIZENSHIP &
SUSTAINABILITY OFFICER,
BESIX GROUP

BESIX uses Building Information Management (BIM) and
data management to optimise the design and the execution
phases. This allows the Group to proactively minimise risks as
it promotes information exchange and data sharing between
project stakeholders. It also intends to expand its expertise
in wastewater and waste treatment from the Middle East to
Africa to provide drinking water for local populations in these
regions. Furthermore, the Group also considers waste to be
an innovative and sustainable solution and is building various energy-from-waste facilities, such as refuse-derived fuel
plants. This solution, originating from waste treatment, offers
an alternative energy source.

BESIX at a glance

CREATING VALUE

Our people

BESIX joined the Belgian Alliance for Climate
Action among the early signatories
BESIX is one of the initiative takers and
a member of the steering committee for
the introduction and testing of the CO2
performance ladder in tenders on the Belgian
public market
BESIX was awarded a silver medal by
EcoVadis, the world’s largest and most
trusted provider of business sustainability
ratings
BESIX carried out 13 green-rated projects in
2019-2020
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BESIX’S SUSTAINABLE
STRATEGY ALIGNED WITH SDGs
AMBITION

Belgian Alliance
for Climate Action
BESIX Group joined the ‘Belgian
Alliance for Climate Action at
the end of 2020. The objective
of the signatory members is to
align their activities with the
Science Based Targets (SBT).
This initiative complements
BESIX’s actions in the field
of construction, through
which it aims to design and
build increasingly sustainable
buildings and infrastructures,
including through the
development and the use of new
technologies and innovative
materials.

STRONGER TOGETHER
THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS
The world will not be sustainable without real, efficient
partnerships. The Group has built strong relationships with
experts from various sectors: with international institutions
and networks (UNGC, EIC, The Shift, ADEB-VBA), universities, companies, and start-ups.
It remains aware of its impact on its supply chain. Besides its
General Code of Conduct and Procurement Code of Conduct, BESIX has also developed a tool to evaluate its main
subcontractors and suppliers. The objective is to build transparent and trustful partnerships with them in terms of ethics,
environment and innovation.

UPGRADING RISK MANAGEMENT
The Group also focuses on risks and opportunities to manage operations through the slogan ‘Choose better, Prepare
better, Execute better’. BESIX chooses a Citizenship & Sustainability approach that is integrated in its daily activities and
achievements in tender, procurement, contract and insurance management. These are in line with relevant ISO and
other guidance and standards.

IN A NUTSHELL
The pandemic allowed the Group to specifically focus on two
critical pillars. First, BESIX focused on minimising negative
impacts and developing new, positive opportunities in people
management. Efforts were made notably towards the digitalisation of work and towards healthy and safe workplaces.
Alongside this, BESIX focused on its planet ambitions, with
the integration of CO2 performance in tender activities and
participation in a dedicated climate action network.
Sustainability remained a priority for BESIX Group’s clients
during this pandemic. The Group is proud of all its integrated
Citizenship & Sustainability initiatives and achievements that
are illustrated through this activity report.

MOSS WALLS FIGHT AGAINST AIR POLLUTION

Business review

QUATUOR, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM
IS A BREEAM OUTSTANDING RATED BUILDING

BESIX Group, as an active member of the United Nations
Global Compact pact, supports the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). It works with SDGs, considering them as
a guiding compass, while focusing on selected goals where
the Group can have the most impact. It communicates its
sustainability progress every year.

KEY EVENTS IN 2020

Global expertise

Later this year, the fifth edition of the BESIX Group Citizenship
& Sustainability report, covering the years 2019 and 2020, will
give more information in line with the UN Global Compact and
SDG guidelines: the Group’s mission, vision and objectives,
as well as its continuous engagement and achievements
in environment protection, human rights, worker welfare,
anti-corruption and contributions to local communities.

ACTIVITIES AND SUPPLY
CHAINS WERE DISRUPTED
IN 2020. EVALUATING
OUR SUSTAINABILITY
PERFORMANCE AND
PREVENTING RISKS FOR OUR
TEAMS AND OUR CLIENTS IS
MORE THAN EVER A NEED AND
A CHALLENGE.
PIERRE SIRONVAL,
CHIEF OPERATING
OFFICER, BESIX GROUP
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People
A PEOPLE-CENTRIC APPROACH,
NOW MORE THAN EVER
COVID-19 HAS RADICALLY CHANGED THE PLAYING FIELD, ALSO FOR PEOPLE-RELATED MATTERS.
NAVIGATING THE WORKPLACE IN 2020 WAS NO SIMPLE TASK.
AT BESIX, SOME COLLEAGUES WERE SOCIALLY ISOLATED. OTHERS HAD TO JUGGLE A FULLTIME JOB WITH CARING FOR ELDERLY PARENTS OR YOUNG CHILDREN. EXPATRIATES HAVE BEEN
BLOCKED ON PROJECT SITES IN REMOTE PARTS OF THE WORLD, UNABLE TO TRAVEL OR REUNITE
WITH THEIR FAMILIES. DIFFICULT DECISIONS HAD TO BE TAKEN AND SOME COLLEAGUES HAVE
BEEN FURLOUGHED OR LET GO. MANY FACED SEVERE SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTIONS AND SANITARY
CHALLENGES ON CONSTRUCTION SITES. SOME WERE ALSO STRICKEN BY THE VIRUS. NO ONE
AMONG THE 11.000 BESIX EMPLOYEES WAS SPARED.

#WECARE
The virus has forced BESIX to step into unchartered territories; but 2020 has shown how resilient and courageous the
staff were. BESIX is proud and grateful to the teams around
the globe who ensured business continuity and to those
who carried out critical tasks to manage this crisis. The allround resilience and commitment to deliver have generated
positive drive within the company in such a way that a good
balance has now been found between safeguarding both the
health of its employees and its business.
Before the crisis struck, BESIX had already started redefining its transactional HR practices into a more people-centric
strategy, where support, innovation, environmental awareness and quality of life are central. Who could have foreseen
that this strategy, dubbed ‘#WeCare’, would have become so
crucial a few months later… The pandemic proved, if need
be, that care is today more important than ever in people policies and that an employer needs to focus on both the mental
and physical health of its employees to boost its capacity for
resilience. If BESIX has been able to get through 2020 with
resilience and focus, it is partly thanks to its caring and people-centric HR policies.

A NEW WAY OF RECRUITING
New People practices have emerged from this forced new
way of remote working, especially in the field of recruitment.
The crisis didn’t put an end to recruiting, but it certainly
changed the way to do it. Very quickly, BESIX recruiters realised that attracting, selecting and recruiting talents could
be greatly facilitated by technology. For instance, a virtual
interview saves time and resources for both BESIX and
THE CRISIS DIDN’T PUT AN END TO RECRUITING
AS THIS DIGITAL JOB FAIR SHOWS

730
NEW HIRES

11,813
EMPLOYEES AT 31.12.2020

44 years
AVERAGE AGE

79
NATIONALITIES IN THE GROUP

9.72 years
AVERAGE SENIORITY
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THE EXPERIENCE OF THIS
CRISIS WILL HOPEFULLY MAKE
US ALL BETTER AT WHAT
WE DO. TOGETHER, WE CAN
INNOVATE AND PUSH OUR
ORGANISATION FORWARD
INTO A 100 % PEOPLE-FIRST
COMPANY.

A NEW WAY OF PLANNING

GEERT AELBRECHT,
CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER

This detailed, worldwide mapping of skills and profiles allows

the candidates, as there is no commute or meeting place.
Even more daringly, the organisation recognised that, in
some cases, recruiting virtually increased the reach of the
recruitment process and enriched the return, as doing things
remotely eliminated potential hassles such as travel arrangements. In 2020, as many as 730 new talent were recruited
and on-boarded digitally.

A NEW WAY OF GROWING
Before the virus struck, some 80 % of training at BESIX was
classroom-based. Not surprisingly, Learning and Development emerged as one of the earliest and hardest hit People
activities, with most in-person programs cancelled as soon
as the virus spread. Again, by luck or foresight – or because
it was already planned as a smart strategic move – BESIX
had launched its eAcademy platform a few months prior to
the pandemic.
BESIX turned the forced standstill in L&D into an opportunity to review its training offer as the worldwide crisis raised
new types of challenges. Today, the eAcademy platform
has moved away from a prescriptive approach to a more
entrepreneurial format: the employee has access to a myriad of blended learning opportunities, allowing him or her to
develop and progress in their own way.
Take for instance the monthly brown bag sessions that used
to be hold in-person at headquarters over breakfast. Today
this knowledge-sharing moment has been transformed into
a virtual get-together, accessible to all colleague around the
world, live or in replay from the eAcademy platform. Participation to these brown bag sessions has skyrocketed and
has seriously boosted internal knowledge sharing.
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Manpower planning is an important aspect of any organisation, but is particularly difficult in an activity subject to as
many variables as construction, where tomorrow’s work
depends on winning yesterday’s (public) tenders.
At BESIX, specific efforts have been made in 2020 to reinforce the efficient match of manpower supply and demand. In
order to foster and secure the competent colleagues needed
to achieve its projects in the pipeline, BESIX undertook a formal mapping of skillsets present at the various stages of a
project’s life cycle (tender, design, execution…) and a cartography of all profiles active in the company.

the ‘pre-booking’ of talents on up-coming jobs. By ensuring
an optimum match between available manpower and future
work volume, BESIX is killing two birds with one stone: it
boosts career prospects for the individual employee, and it
secures project start-up by allocating the right resources in
time. In 2020-2021, this pilot for dynamic career management based on tomorrow’s volume is being tested in France
and will be soon extended to Europe.

CHALLENGES GOING FORWARD
Even when the crisis is over, several challenges will remain.
Going forward, BESIX will specifically explore its leaders’
ability to coach remote workforce and preserve the company’s culture in the ‘new normal’.
The pandemic and its effects have highlighted the need
for adaptability in today’s workforce. The social dynamic
between employees will no longer be the same due to varying working conditions, such as travel restrictions, less faceto-face interactions and an increasingly dispersed workforce.
As a 110-year old engineering company, BESIX has a legacy
of traditional face-to-face management system – which now
requires a shift to agile and remote management. Leaders
need to increase their facilitation skills to coach their virtual
organisation efficiently: be straightforward in their expectations, provide clear guidelines and unite teams around
results, not means.
At BESIX, a third of the white-collar workers has less than five
years’ seniority. It is therefore crucial that leaders are explicit
about the culture and attitudes expected, that they formalise what used to be taken for granted when employees saw
each other every day.

CONCLUSION

Even as we move forward and look to a better 2021, one of the most recurring
People themes remains: how can BESIX best connect, recognise and support
its staff in today’s unpredictable environment? To remain in tune with the overall
feelings of its workforce, BESIX will conduct a worldwide satisfaction survey as a
way to check and ensure that everyone is well and engaged. This will also capture
the nuanced experiences of employees in different countries.
In 2020, as various levels of lockdowns were introduced in the many countries
where BESIX was present, the company was quick to implement digital solutions
to enable some of its employees to work remotely. Working from home was not
entirely new, as it had been introduced at BESIX a few years earlier – a move that
was then considered quite innovative for the construction sector. Going forward,
BESIX will keep offering a hybrid working culture that supports both in-person and
remote staff – with one constant: the employee at the heart of its people-centric
culture.
While 2021 may not be plain sailing, BESIX People is prepared and ready to meet
challenges, to continue on the path of agility and resilience.
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Fair labour standards
HEALTH & SAFETY DURING
COVID CRISIS IN THE MIDDLE EAST
IN THE MIDDLE EAST, BESIX OPERATES WITH A LARGE POPULATION OF MIGRANT WORKERS.
BESIX IS THEREFORE RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR WELFARE, CARING FOR THEIR HEALTH,
SAFETY, SECURITY AND DIGNITY. THE MIGRANT WORKERS LIVE IN BESIX-MANAGED
ACCOMMODATIONS AND EVERYTHING FROM THEIR HOUSING, FEEDING, LAUNDERING,
ENTERTAINING, COMMUTING… IS OVERSEEN BY BESIX. THE ARRIVAL OF THE COVID-19
VIRUS HAS REQUIRED MASSIVE ADAPTATIONS.

WHAT HAVE WE DONE FOR OUR
MIGRANT WORKERS?
“First and foremost, we have has invested in additional
accommodations to spread our workers over a large number
of rooms” explains Patrice Thomas, BPS & QHSE Manager
for the Middle East, “and we have re-allocated the rooms in
such a way that workers are housed together by shift and by
project, to avoid potential cross-contamination to colleagues
from other sites.”
“We have also increased the frequency of cleaning and
disinfection processes of facilities and surfaces on sites, in
commute shuttles and in the accommodations, to suit the
stringent Covid-19 regulations of the UAE. Large amounts
of stations with hand sanitizers and hand wash liquid have
been installed in various key locations. Unfortunately, all
gathering within the accommodations like celebrations or
sport activities have been canceled.”
“In terms of communication, we have deployed several
awareness campaigns, with visuals affixed on walls and
notice boards in workers’ languages, and conducted regular
tool-box talks to educate and repeat the sanitary measures,
like the famous mandatory distancing between people, and
the compulsory wear of masks at all times.”
“In terms of transportation, the number of shuttles to commute between accommodations and sites has doubled to
maintain adequate distance between workers on board.
Another important measure is the daily fever check-up for
all employees to detect any potential case getting on board.

Shuttles are not the only place where fever checks are performed: we have installed thermal screening in accommodations and offices as well, to screen all stakeholders accessing the Project sites.”
“Should someone show Covid-19 symptoms, we have
deployed strict protocols to manage any potential cases.
We direct him immediately to a specific government hospital authorised to test, treat and isolate confirmed cases in
the region. All so-called “primary contacts” are immediately
quarantined and accommodated to a specific quarantine
accommodation that have been set-up for the duration of
this crisis, where quarantined employees remain for a period
of 14 days under observation. It goes without saying that we
provide free medical insurance to all employees, cover all
local medical expenses, and cover for normal wages, for the
duration of said quarantine.”
At the moment of writing this article, BESIX had suffered
two losses to Covid-19 among its staff in the Middle East:
Thanka Varghese, chief draughtsman, who has been with
the company since 1995, and Ashok Gianani, accountant,
who joined the company back in 1993.
“The vaccination campaign for our employees and migrant
workers began in February 2021. It is taking place directly in
our offices for the employees and in the living quarters for the
workers. The vaccine is administered for free, on a voluntary
basis” concludes Patrice Thomas.

THE VACCINATION CAMPAIGN
FOR OUR EMPLOYEES AND
MIGRANT WORKERS BEGAN IN
FEBRUARY 2021. IT IS TAKING
PLACE DIRECTLY IN OUR
OFFICES FOR THE EMPLOYEES
AND IN THE LIVING QUARTERS
FOR THE WORKERS. THE
VACCINE IS ADMINISTERED
FOR FREE, ON A VOLUNTARY
BASIS.
PATRICE THOMAS, BPS & QHSE
MANAGER FOR THE MIDDLE EAST
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Quality, Health, Safety
and Environment
WE ARE #SAFETOGETHER

BESIX IS MORE THAN
EVER DETERMINED TO
STRENGTHEN THE SAFETY
PERFORMANCE OF ITS
PROJECTS WORLDWIDE.

THE MAIN OBJECTIVES OF THE QUALITY, HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT (QHSE)
DEPARTMENT ARE TO DEVELOP A STRONG AND POSITIVE CULTURE IN THESE ABOVEMENTIONED FIELDS AND TO EXCEL WITHIN ITS DOMAINS. IN THE SPIRIT OF ITS CORE
VALUES, BESIX IS #SAFETOGETHER. NOT ONLY REGARDING THE INTEGRITY OF HUMAN LIFE,
BUT ALSO WHEN IT COMES TO REDUCING ITS PLANETARY FOOTPRINT AND INNOVATING IN
QUALITY.

RIK VANDENBERGHE,
CEO BESIX GROUP

ACCIDENTS

EVERYONE IS A SAFETY LEADER

2020 has been a challenging year. The global Covid-19 crisis
has brought new risks to BESIX operations, with many new
constraints which impacted the organisation, the resources,
the working methods and increased the general risk level of
its operations.

In order to reinforce the idea that everyone at BESIX is a
safety leader, executives regularly and actively participate in
Project Management Safety Walkabouts to support efforts
on project sites. They also chair every root cause analysis
review and close out meetings following a High Potential
event in order to enhance the transfer of lessons learned
throughout the Group and various Boards of Directors.

Despite the impressive ability of BESIX Project teams, Corporate services and Senior Management in adapting to
the situation, the accident rate from March 2020 gradually
started to increase throughout 2020.
The year 2020 was sadly marked by one fatal accident in
the Netherlands, where a worker fell from height after stepping outside the safe zone of a scaffold. BESIX’s team have
carried out in-depth research into the cause of this accident
with all interested parties.
BESIX Group has recorded 25 High Potential incidents in
2020. This represents an increase of 66 % compared to 2019
where 43 % of them are related to working at height activities, 33 % are linked to lifting and rigging operations and
17 % are related to (moving) equipment.
As a result of these incidents, BESIX is more than ever determined to strengthen the safety performance of its projects
worldwide, thus preventing such adverse events from occurring in the future. The recent ISO 45001 certification scheme
reinforcing its Occupational Health and Safety Management
System, its BE SAFE program, its Institution of Occupational
Safety and Health core training courses and the deployment
of QHSE digital tools available on all BESIX Projects are the
cornerstones of the improvement opportunities available at
BESIX in 2022.
SAFETY TIME-OUT SESSION IN DUBAI, UAE

Furthermore the project managers encourage everyone to
assume their responsibility regarding the Life Saving Rules
and to act upon breaches in a consistent manner.

IOSH CERTIFIED COURSES
BESIX Group believes in challenging paradigms in order to
further boost health and safety performance and culture.
For this reason, they have partnered with the Institution of
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH). IOSH is the world’s
largest health and safety membership body. With over 44,000
members in 99 countries, IOSH is committed to ensuring
that global work practices are safe, healthy and sustainable. The Group has therefore developed ‘Working Safely’
and ‘Managing Safely’ at BESIX, two high impact training for
both its staff and its subcontractors, offering them guidance
and knowledge to further sharpen their skills and, of course,
tailored to its business and daily reality.
‘Working Safely’ is a one-day course for blue collar workers, that aims at boosting safety performance and motivation. How? Simply by showing how everyone can enhance
their safety, health and well-being through everyday behaviour. This is a completely different approach to health and
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SETTING NEW STANDARDS

safety training as this high impact program is designed to be
fun and inclusive. No jargon, no legalese – just inspirational
learning that is enjoyable, stimulating and effective. ‘Working
Safely’ provides the knowledge and tools required to work in
safe conditions.
‘Managing Safely’ is a practical program for supervisors and
managers, full of step-by-step guidance, and a sharp business focus. Through a highly innovative format and content,
it engages and inspires operational leaders to embedding
safety and health throughout the entire organisation. ‘Managing Safely’ is a blended learning course where participants
follow e-learning modules before attending two days of workshops during which concepts are discussed and knowledge
is applied. The key is in other words on comprehension and
application, enabling participants to recognise how they can
influence, control and monitor in order to improve health and
safety in the workplace.

BESIX was already ISO 14001, ISO 9000, OHSAS 18001 and
VCA** certified in the past. In 2020 the Group has upgraded its
Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) systems to the ISO 45001
standard and has consequently been successfully certified. ISO
45001 is the world’s first international standard for OH&S. It provides a framework to increase safety, reduce workplace risks
and enhance health and well-being at work, enabling BESIX to
proactively improve its OH&S performance. This standard was
developed by taking into consideration other related standards,
such as OHSAS 18001, Occupational Health and Safety Management, the International Labour Organization’s ILO-OSH 2001
guidelines and various national standards. It is also consistent
with the ILO’s international labour standards and conventions.
This standard has been developed under the ISO system with the
input of experts from more than 70 countries, and provides now
an international framework that takes into account the interaction between an organisation and its business environment. ISO
45001 adopts a risk-based approach that ensures its effectiveness and it undergoes continual improvement to meet BESIX’s
ever-changing context.

Since 2020, BESIX is certified as an approved training provider. The Group is the first building company in Europe to
obtain this certification.

CARING FOR THE PLANET

EXECUTIVES REGULARLY
AND ACTIVELY
PARTICIPATE IN PROJECT
MANAGEMENT SAFETY
WALKABOUTS TO
SUPPORT EFFORTS ON
PROJECT SITES.
JAN VANGEEL, QHSE MANAGER

In the effort to further reduce its planetary footprint, BESIX
has engaged in several ambitious initiatives in 2020, such as
the CO2 Performance Ladder. This sustainability instrument
was developed in the Netherlands in 2009 to encourage
companies to structurally reduce CO2 within their business
operations, projects and value chain. This instrument is used
by several BESIX’s clients as a criterion when awarding their
projects.
The activities of BESIX Nederland and Franki Grondtechnieken have been certified at the highest possible level (level
5) since 2011. As part of its Sustainability Forward program,
BESIX decided in September 2020 to further expand the
scope of the current certificate to its entire European business unit, in which BESIX Infra, Van den Berg, Franki Foundations and Atlas Fondations also participate. The objective
is to acquire this certificate by early 2022.
BESIX also adhered to the Belgian Alliance for Climate Action
(BACA), a community of Belgian organisations that tackle
their climate ambitions seriously and choose the path of science-based targets. It also intends to reach out to its business partners and encourage them to make sustainability a
priority.
TERRACED TOWER, ROTTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS

IN 2020 THE GROUP
HAS UPGRADED ITS
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
AND SAFETY SYSTEMS TO
THE ISO 45001 STANDARD
AND HAS CONSEQUENTLY
BEEN SUCCESSFULLY
CERTIFIED.
ALEXIS LAROCHE,
CORPORATE QHSE MANAGER
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BESIX Foundation
THE PANDEMIC DIDN’T PUT
A STOP TO SOLIDARITY!

I AM VERY IMPRESSED BY
THE SENSE OF COMMITMENT
THAT OUR FOUNDATION HAS
SHOWN DURING THESE HARD
TIMES. VOLUNTEERS KEPT
ON WORKING, GRASSROOTS
INITIATIVES FLOURISHED,
PROJECTS WERE FINANCED
AND PARTNERSHIPS
DEVELOPED. FOR ALL THIS,
THANK YOU AND THANK YOU
ONCE MORE!

DURING THE UNPRECEDENTED COVID-19 VIRUS PANDEMIC, SOLIDARITY
AND MUTUAL AID HAVE MORE THAN EVER BEEN VITAL VALUES AT THE
HEART OF THE ACTION OF THE BESIX FOUNDATION. FROM GRASSROOTS
RELIEF PROJECTS TO STRUCTURAL PARTNERSHIPS, THE 2020 FOCUS
OF THE BESIX FOUNDATION PURPOSEFULLY AIMED AT COMMUNITIES
THAT ARE THE MOST VULNERABLE AND ECONOMICALLY IMPACTED, IN
PARTICULAR IN THE DOMAINS OF EDUCATION, CONSTRUCTION AND
ENVIRONMENT.

FREDERIC DE SCHREVEL,
PRESIDENT OF THE BESIX
FOUNDATION

BESIX CLEANUP DAY
THE FOUNDATION SUPPORTS YOUNG WATER SOLUTIONS

For instance, the crisis has highlighted the extent of the digital divide, present even in developed countries. BESIX Foundation is therefore delighted to have been able to develop in
2020 a sustainable partnership with Close the Gap. Close
the Gap is an international social enterprise that aims to
bridge the digital divide by offering high-quality, pre-owned
computers donated by European companies like BESIX to
educational, medical and social projects in developing and
emerging countries.
In the same trend, 2020 was also marked by the personal
solidarity coming from BESIX management. The members
of the Executive Committee have financed, at their own
expense, an additional budget of 100,000 euros which was
made available to five partner associations of the BESIX
Foundation. This budget was mainly used to launch IT training projects and to avoid for the most vulnerable people to
drop out, which was a key concern as soon as various lockdowns started.

CLEANUP DAY
In order to raise awareness with employees, subcontractors, partners and clients and to give something back to
the communities in which it operates, BESIX organised its
annual CleanUp Day, between two waves of Covid-19.
1,200 colleagues around the world volunteered to clean up
the neighborhood around their project sites and offices. The
result was remarkable: the volunteers collected well over 2
tonnes of litter on three continents, litter which otherwise
would have found their way to the oceans.
This new edition also motivated colleagues to organise a
waste reduction awareness action in an elementary school
in Ivory Coast, next to their construction site. Boosted by
a prize awarded by the BESIX Foundation for their efforts,
the colleagues have then undertaken the construction of a
much-needed kitchen and canteen in the school. Such
grassroots initiatives can only become a reality thanks to the
daily motivation of BESIX Group’s colleagues active in the
field.
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VOLUNTEERING IN MANY
WAYS
During lockdown, the BESIX Foundation was able to support associations by organising donations in various
fields, including unusual ones. An example of that was
donation of in-house manufactured protective equipment for caregivers. BESIX engineers put their expertise
to work to 3D-print items such as holders for full-face
shield, holders for protection googles and frames for protective visors.
As the pandemic exposed more visibly the general fragility of the social sphere, solidarity initiatives and volunteering have proven increasingly relevant. This is the
reason why the BESIX Foundation has reinforced its
support to Opération Thermos Operatie. Opération Thermos Operatie is also a grassroots initiative
that brings every winter night warm meals to homeless
persons in need in the Belgian Capital. Through 2020,
the BESIX Foundation organised additional food delivery
evenings as many associations have not yet been able to
resume their actions. Distribution is now being organised
on a Covid-proof, socially distanced take-away basis but
responds to a real and, unfortunately, growing demand.

COLLEAGUES IN IVORY COAST HAVE UNDERTAKEN THE CONSTRUCTION
OF A MUCH-NEEDED KITCHEN AND CANTEEN IN THE LOCAL SCHOOL

BESIX’S OWN PROJECTS AND
PARTNERSHIPS
KiddyBuild and Right 2 Learn are two projects developed by the BESIX Foundation in the last decade. The
first one is aimed at encouraging professional vocations
among children from underprivileged backgrounds in
Belgium; the second one is aimed at migrant workers
in the Middle East to master basic computer skills. Both
projects have had to put their activities on hold due to the
restrictions imposed by the pandemic.
TeachBuild, a new project developed by the BESIX
Foundation in 2019 to welcome teachers on site to discover the variety of construction trades, was nevertheless able to organise three discovery days at the beginning of 2020.
Even if the amount of funded projects was lower than
usual, the BESIX Foundation was still able to support
remarkable initiatives and to sign two new significant
partnerships.

The first one is with Young Water Solutions, which supports young local entrepreneurs who want to contribute
to a better quality of sanitary life in developing countries.
They develop innovative projects to provide solutions to
water supply, sanitation, and hygiene problems, to meet
the needs of the communities and the challenges of sustainable development. Candidate-entrepreneurs are supported at all stages, from the launch to the development
of their project. This new partnership made the organisation of a national campaign possible in Ivory Coast, a
country where Young Water Solutions was not yet active.
Eight new projects are planned to be launched in 2021.
The second is the launch of a Social Impact Bond in
partnership with Oranjehuis in Belgium. This Bond is one
of the first social public-private partnerships of the kind
in the country. Sponsors are financing the reintegration
of some 130 young adults - a third coming out of detention - with predefined success objectives which will be
evaluated by an impartial third-party, i.e. the university
KUL Leuven. If this project turns out to be successful,
the public organisation “Opgroeien Vlaanderen” will refinance the investments to the sponsors. The BESIX Foundation is proud to promote such an innovative approach
and to support this very promising project.

THE FOUNDATION SUPPORTS CLOSE THE GAP, A
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE FOCUSED ON BRIDGING THE
DIGITAL DIVIDE
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BESIX WATPAC
IN AUSTRALIA

Health capabilities

In March 2020, BESIX Watpac
completed the $135 million
expansion of Casey Hospital in
Melbourne, significantly boosting
the regional health capacity with
a new 12 bed ICU, 128 multi-day
beds, 12 day surgery beds and four
additional operating theatres. The
13,000-square-metre expansion is
one of the first successful publicprivate partnership (PPP) expansions
of an operating hospital in Australia.
It was commissioned just as the
corona virus pandemic was declared
and was placed on standby to
support tertiary hospitals in the Covid
response.

BUILDING A HOSPITAL:
BUILDINGS LIKE NO OTHER

BERT LENAERTS,
DIRECTOR AND
ADMINISTRATOR OF
VANHOUT (BELGIUM)

RENÉ JORDENS,
COMMERCIAL
DIRECTOR AT
BESIX FRANCE

BESIX AND THE GROUP’S ENTITIES HAVE
BUILT NUMEROUS HOSPITAL STRUCTURES
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. BESIX’S
LARGEST BUILDING, IN TERMS OF SURFACE
AREA, IS IN FACT A HOSPITAL, THE
CLEVELAND CLINIC IN ABU DHABI. BUT
WHAT DISTINGUISHES A HOSPITAL FROM
ANOTHER BUILDING? RENÉ JORDENS,
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR AT BESIX
FRANCE, BERT LENAERTS, DIRECTOR AND
ADMINISTRATOR OF VANHOUT (BELGIUM),
ETIENNE BANSE, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF
JACQUES DELENS (BELGIUM) AND ADRIAN
JONES, PROJECT DIRECTOR AT BESIX
WATPAC (AUSTRALIA) SHARE THE SECRETS
OF THEIR TRADE.

What is the difference between
building a hospital and another
building? Are there specific characteristics of this type of projects?
Bert Lenaerts (BL): The first specificity of a hospital is certainly the complexity of special techniques. On this point, the
construction or renovation of a hospital complex is always a
real challenge. In addition to the HVAC and electrical installations, which can be found in all types of buildings, there are
several technical installations specific to hospitals.

HOSPITAL GROUP SUD ILE DE FRANCE, MELUN, FRANCE

CASEY HOSPITAL, MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

RJ: A further example in this area is redundant energy and
water supplies. For example, we must always have two independent sources of electricity supply plus generators. It is
the same with water supplies.
BL: All this creates an incredible density and complexity of
ducts, cables and pipes that overlap and intersect at every
point in the building, with outlets in many, many rooms. This
explains why the reception phase is always long and very
demanding. The client is therefore involved in this verification
work as early as possible. It is a meticulous job.

René Jordens (RJ): Indeed, there are additional special
techniques that are extremely important, such as oxygen,
nitrogen and osmosis water networks. In addition, there are
numerous bathrooms, one per room, air renewal infrastructures and data transport systems. At BESIX France, we consider that for a normal building, special techniques represent
on average 25 % of the cost of the works. For a hospital, it
is about 33 %.

Adrian Jones (AJ): Deep engagement with stakeholders
is indeed paramount in either a green or brownfield hospital development. These are highly specialised environments
containing numerous systems which not only increases the
services infrastructure but adds to the complexity. Diligent
co-ordination of systems within ceiling spaces, services risers and plantrooms is a high priority, and while most services
are allocated zones, there are still many points of crossover
and overlap requiring very careful planning.

Etienne Banse (EB): In addition to this extensive network,
there are particularly high and precise requirements in terms
of water temperature, quality and flow. For all these reasons,
at Jacques Delens we always put at least one engineer who
is highly specialised in special techniques on this type of site.
The fact is that in this field, the slightest error or lack of precision can be fatal for a patient.

Specialised equipment must be integrated with structural
elements, including post tensioning and reinforcing within
the slab as well as services above and below the equipment.
Access, to ensure the often large equipment can be transported into the room needs to be addressed very early in the
design and planning stage.

Beyond special techniques, are
specific materials used in hospitals?
Are there special points of attention
during construction?
BL: There are indeed many important points of attention.
Floors, for example, must be designed and constructed so
that their surface is perfectly flat and there are as few differences in level as possible. Wherever patients are transported, shaking should be minimal. In corridors, in rooms, in
operating theatres. The quality of the floor is very important.
EB: For this purpose, flexible, non-flammable and highly
resistant coatings are used. Special coatings are available
for this purpose. In reality, we use many materials that differ
from those usually used. For example, all coatings must be
resistant to dust and dust mites.
RJ : A lot of things are actually designed with dust in mind.
That is why it is absolutely necessary to avoid building
removable false ceilings or the usual baseboards, which are
always a nest of dust in hospital areas. We make sure that
everything is very smooth and therefore easy to maintain.
Hygiene is of course essential, especially in order to reduce
the risk of nosocomial infections, i.e. infections contracted in
hospital. This starts as early as the construction phase. The
construction site of a hospital must be as clean as possible.
As far as the materials are concerned, we have talked about
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CLEVELAND CLINIC, ABU DHABI, UAE

CLINIQUES UNIVERSITAIRES SAINT-LUC,
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

EB: On top of that, this type of work always involves extremely
tight planning. The relocation of a department within a hospital has a huge impact on the overall organisation of the institution. One day’s delay would affect the whole. All parties
involved have a vested interest in ensuring that the planning
is perfectly respected. Everyone is therefore focused on the
same objective, which certainly contributes to our success
in this area.

during the renovation of the Van Lourdes hospital in Waregem.
In Turnhout, we opted for the temporary relocation of various
hospital departments to high-quality prefabricated buildings.
This allowed us to carry out the renovation efficiently and
quickly. We always adapt ourselves to the interests of these
very special clients!
EB: We also adapt our techniques. When we work next to
operating rooms like in Saint-Luc, we use techniques that
generate the least amount of vibration. We do as much
pre-drilling as possible in prefabricated materials. For some
unavoidable work on site, we coordinate with the client to find
a time of day when we can do what needs to be done. In
Bouge, near Namur, we renovated two floors at a time in a
nine-storey building. The other floors had to remain operational. As far as phasing is concerned, it’s complex. For example, the replacement of the wastewater pipes on the lower
floors: we cannot block the use of water on the upper floors
for long. Consultation with the client, extreme phasing of the
work and effective controls are therefore the key to success.

RJ: One of BESIX’s most advanced areas of expertise is
our organisational capacity, often developed by the Methods and Planning department. This is obviously useful for all
types of construction sites. But for a hospital, certainly in the
context of an extension or renovation, it is a real asset.

the floors, but patient transport also has an impact on the
quality of the walls: for example, these are often made with
reinforced plaster walling and the corners of the corridors
are protected with adapted angle irons so that they can withstand repetitive shocks.
BL: Sometimes it’s the concrete itself that differs. For example, the concrete structure of the walls, floors and ceilings of
the radiology rooms at St. Elisabeth’s Hospital in Turnhout
was built in such a way that no radiation could pass through
them. This requires a special concrete with baritine.
RJ: At the Proton Therapy Centre of the Curie Institute in
Orsay, we had to build 5-metre thick walls for the room
where the cyclotron is installed. This was a requirement for
radiation protection.

Building a new hospital is one thing.
Building extensions or renovating an
existing hospital must also involve
special challenges.
AJ: Live operational environments such as hospital extensions or renovations require precision planning to ensure the
safety of patients, clinicians and visitors at all times. Construction zones and access points must be clearly delineated to provide separation between workers, plant and
equipment, hospital staff and the public to prevent cross
contamination. The timing of integrating the technology
between the old and new requires careful planning to ensure
zero impact on patient care if an unforeseen complication
occurs, testing these integration items in an “off line” environment always increases the likelihood of success. Managing
noise and vibration from construction is critical so as not to
impact patient comfort levels or the operation of sensitive
equipment.

BL: Of Vanhout’s six most recent hospital projects, four
were carried out using the Bouwteam method, also known
as “Early Contractor Involvement”. It turns out that designing
the project together with the client from the outset is very
relevant in order to keep to the schedule. All stakeholders are
involved at an early stage and are aware of the challenges
and problems involved.
EB: On several occasions, before starting work, we also had
consultations with the client and the medical staff unions.
The fact that the end user of the building is involved as early
as possible is indeed very useful, because, especially in hospitals, this user is particularly demanding. When we realised
the new emergency service at Saint-Luc in Brussels, we
were working next to the operating theatres and patients’
rooms. In such a context, the work would be impossible
without good consultation and consideration of everyone’s
interests. For our part, for example, we had to work very tight
schedules for certain tasks.
BL : In the case of renovation or extension work, I would like
to add that the planning, which is already often very tight, is
also often staggered. This is linked to the fact that we have
to adapt the construction site to the essential mission of a
hospital that must remain fully operational. This was the case

ETIENNE BANSE,
MANAGING DIRECTOR
OF JACQUES DELENS
(BELGIUM)

ADRIAN JONES,
PROJECT DIRECTOR
AT BESIX WATPAC
(AUSTRALIA)
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